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We provide a physical explanation for enhancement of the low-energy electron production by sen-
sitizing nanoparticles due to irradiation by fast ions. It is demonstrated that a significant increase
in the number of emitted electrons arises from the collective electron excitations in the nanoparticle.
We predict a new mechanism of the yield enhancement due to the plasmon excitations and quan-
titatively estimate its contribution to the electron production. Revealing the nanoscale mechanism
of the electron yield enhancement, we provide an efficient tool for evaluating the yield of emitted
electron from various sensitizers. It is shown that the number of low-energy electrons generated by
the gold and platinum nanoparticles of a given size exceeds that produced by the equivalent volume
of water and by other metallic (e.g., gadolinium) nanoparticles by an order of magnitude. This
observation emphasizes the sensitization effect of the noble metal nanoparticles and endorses their
application in novel technologies of cancer therapy with ionizing radiation.
PACS numbers: 36.40.Gk, 79.20.-m, 61.80.-x, 87.53.-j
Radiotherapy is currently one of the frequently used
methods to treat cancer, which is a major health con-
cern of nowadays. However, it has the side effects induced
by the radiation in surrounding healthy tissues. One of
the promising modern treatment techniques is ion-beam
cancer therapy [1–3]. It allows one to deliver a higher
dose to the target region, as compared to conventional
photon therapy, and also to minimize the exposure of
healthy tissue to radiation [1]. Approaches that enhance
radiosensitivity within tumors relative to normal tissues
have the potential to become advantageous radiothera-
pies. A search for such approaches is within the scope of
several ongoing multidisciplinary projects [4, 5].
Metal nanoparticles (NPs) were proposed recently to
act as sensitizers in cancer treatments with ionizing ra-
diation [6–8]. Injection of such nanoagents into a tumor
can increase relative biological effectiveness of ionizing
radiation. It is defined as a ratio of the dose delivered by
photons to that by a different radiation modality, leading
to the same biological effects such as the probability of
an irradiated cell death. During the past years, applica-
tion of gold NPs acting as dose enhancers, in combination
with photons, revealed an increase of cancer cell killing
[9–11], while an advantage of using NPs in ion-beam can-
cer therapy is still to be thoroughly substantiated.
It is currently acknowledged [3, 12–14] that a substan-
tial portion of biodamage by incident ions is related to
the secondary electrons and free radicals produced due to
ionization of the medium by the projectiles. Refs. [15–17]
have explored the possibility of the low-energy electrons
(LEE), having the kinetic energy from a few eV to several
tens of eV, to be important agents of biodamage.
In this Letter, we reveal the physical mechanism of en-
hancement of the LEE production by sensitizing (noble
metal, in particular) NPs. We demonstrate that a sig-
nificant increase in the number of emitted electrons due
to irradiation by fast ions comes from the two distinct
types of collective electron excitations. We predict that
the yield of the 1− 10 eV electrons is strongly enhanced
due to the decay of plasmon-type excitations of delocal-
ized valence electrons in metal NPs. More specifically,
the leading mechanism of the electron production is as-
sociated with the surface plasmon, whose contribution to
the electron yield exceeds by an order of magnitude that
of the volume plasmon, considered in the recent Monte
Carlo simulation [18]. For higher electron energies (of
about 10 − 30 eV), the dominating contribution to the
electron yield arises from the atomic giant resonances as-
sociated with the collective excitation of d electrons in
individual atoms in a NP. As a result of these effects,
the number of the LEE generated by the noble metal NP
of a given size exceeds that produced by the equivalent
volume of water by an order of magnitude. Based on
the physical understanding of the processes involved, we
provide an efficient tool for a quantitative estimate of the
yield of emitted electrons from sensitizing NPs.
Studying the electron production by a NP irradiated
by ions, we account for the two collective electron effects,
namely excitation of delocalized electrons in a NP (plas-
mons) and that of d electrons in individual atoms (atomic
giant resonances). These phenomena occur in various
processes of interaction of ionizing radiation with matter.
In particular, dipole collective excitations result in the
formation of prominent resonances in the photoabsorp-
tion spectra of atomic clusters and nanoparticles [19, 20],
while the impact ionization cross sections comprise also
the contributions of higher multipole terms [21].
We consider noble metal (gold, platinum, and silver)
2and other metallic (gadolinium) NPs, which are of in-
terest [6–10] in application in cancer treatments. As
a starting point, we have calculated the photoabsorp-
tion spectra of several 3D gold clusters made of 18 to
42 atoms. The calculations within the time-dependent
density-functional theory (TDDFT) framework [22, 23]
were performed using the Quantum Espresso package
[24, 25]. A technical description of the calculations is pre-
sented in the Supplementary Material. As a case study,
Fig. 1 presents the TDDFT-based spectrum of the Au32
cluster in the photon energy range up to 60 eV (thin
black curve). The spectrum is characterized by a low-
energy peak located below 10 eV and by a broad feature
with a maximum at about 25 eV. The results of the cal-
culation are compared to the X-ray absorption data for
atomic gold [26], multiplied by the number of atoms in
the cluster.
FIG. 1. (color online). Photoabsorption cross section of the
Au32 cluster calculated within TDDFT (thin curve). Thick
curve represents the contribution of the plasmon-type excita-
tions. Symbols represent the data for atomic gold [26], mul-
tiplied by the number of atoms in the cluster. Vertical lines
mark the 5d and 5p ionization thresholds in the atom of gold.
Our analysis has revealed that the high-energy feature
is the atomic giant resonance formed due to the excita-
tion of electrons in the 5d atomic shell. The integration of
the oscillator strength from 20.2 eV (ionization threshold
of the 5d shell in the atom of gold) up to 57.2 eV (the 5p
shell ionization threshold [26]), indicates that about eight
localized d-electrons contribute to the excitation of the 5d
shell forming the broad peak in the spectrum. The low-
energy peak is due to the plasmon-type excitation, which
involves some fraction of s and d electrons delocalized
over the whole cluster. The delocalization comes from
a partial hybridization of the 6s and 5d atomic shells.
The integration of the oscillator strength up to 11.2 eV
(energy at which the first dip after the resonance peak
is observed in the TDDFT spectrum) reveals that about
1.5 electrons from each atom contribute to the collec-
tive plasmon-type excitation, indicating delocalization of
some fraction of d electrons [27]. Thus, the total pho-
toabsorption spectrum of a gold NP in the energy region
up to 60 eV approximately is equal to the sum of the plas-
mon contribution and that of the 5d electron excitations
in individual atoms, σγ ≈ σpl + σ5d.
Similar to the photoionization, the two distinct types
of collective electron excitations appear in the process of
impact ionization. We use the methodology allowing us
to analyze the role of these contributions to the electron
production by sensitizing NPs separately. The single dif-
ferential inelastic scattering cross section of a fast projec-
tile in collision with a NP is given by a general formula
(we use the atomic system of units, me = |e| = h¯ = 1):
dσ
d∆ε
=
2pi
p1p2
qmax∫
qmin
q dq
d2σ
d∆ε dΩp
2
≈ dσpl
d∆ε
+
dσat
d∆ε
, (1)
where ∆ε = ε1 − ε2 is the energy loss of the incident
projectile of energy ε1, p1 and p2 the initial and the final
momenta of the projectile, Ωp2 its solid angle, and q =
p1 − p2 the transferred momentum. The cross sections
dσpl and dσat denote the contributions of the plasmon
and individual atomic excitations, respectively.
The contribution of the plasmon excitations to the ion-
ization cross section is described by means of the plasmon
resonance approximation (PRA) [19, 28–30], which pos-
tulates that the collective excitations dominate the cross
section in the vicinity of the plasmon resonance. During
the past years, the PRA was successfully applied to ex-
plain the resonant-like structures in photoionization spec-
tra [28, 31] and differential inelastic scattering cross sec-
tions [29, 32, 33] of metal clusters and carbon fullerenes
by the photon and electron impact. Within the PRA,
the double differential cross section d2σ/d∆ε dΩp2 for a
spherical NP is defined as a sum of the surface (s) and
the volume (v) plasmon terms, which are constructed as a
sum over different multipole contributions corresponding
to different values of the angular momentum l [29]:
d2σ(s)
d∆ε dΩp2
∝
∑
l
ω
(s)2
l Γ
(s)
l(
ω2 − ω(s)2l
)2
+ ω2Γ
(s)2
l
d2σ(v)
d∆ε dΩp2
∝
∑
l
ω2p Γ
(v)
l(
ω2 − ω2p
)2
+ ω2Γ
(v)2
l
.
(2)
Here ω
(s)
l =
√
l/(2l+ 1)ωp is the frequency of the sur-
face plasmon of the multipolarity l, and ωp =
√
4piρ0 =√
3Ne/R3 is the volume plasmon frequency associated
with the density ρ0 of Ne delocalized electrons. The
quantities Γ
(i)
l (i = s, v) are the plasmon widths. In the
analysis, we accounted for the dipole (l = 1), quadrupole
(l = 2) and octupole (l = 3) terms. Excitations with
larger l have a single-particle rather than a collective
nature [29], thus not contributing to the plasmon for-
mation. Explicit expressions for the cross sections (2),
3obtained within the first Born approximation, are pre-
sented in Ref. [30]. This approach is applicable for the
collision of a nanoparticle with a fast heavy projectile.
The PRA relies on a few parameters, which include the
oscillator strength of the plasmon excitation, position of
the peak and its width. In the dipole case, these were
validated by fitting the TDDFT-based spectra of several
3D gold clusters to those calculated within the model
approach. We assumed that 1.5 electrons from each gold
atom contribute to the plasmon excitation. This value,
along with the dipole plasmon width Γ
(s)
1 = 4.0 eV ≈
0.6ω
(s)
1 , was used to reproduce the low-energy peak in
the photoabsorption spectra of gold clusters by means of
the PRA scheme (see the solid green curve in Fig. 1).
The similar ratio of the plasmon resonance width to its
frequency was assumed for higher multipole terms of the
surface plasmon [34] and for the volume plasmon as well,
Γ
(s)
l /ω
(s)
l = Γ
(v)
l /ωp = 0.6.
Atomic d electrons in noble metals play a dominant
role at higher excitation energies, from approximately 20
to 60 eV (see Fig. 1 for the case of gold). For distant
collisions, i.e. when the impact parameter exceeds the
radius R of the atomic subshell, the ionization spectra
are dominated by the dipole term [36]. Comparing the
cross sections of photoionization, σγ , and the dipole term
of inelastic scattering, dσat/d∆ε, calculated in the Born
approximation, one derives the following expression:
dσat
d∆ε
=
2c
piωv21
σγ ln
( v1
ωR
)
, (3)
where ω = ε1 − ε2 is the energy transfer, and v1 the
projectile velocity. Equation (3), obtained within the
so-called ”logarithmic approximation”, assumes that the
main contribution to the cross section dσat/d∆ε comes
from the region of large distances, R < r < v1/ω. This
relation has the logarithmic accuracy which implies that
the logarithmic term dominates the cross section while all
non-logarithmic terms are neglected [37]. For the studied
noble metal atoms, we assumed ω ≈ 1 a.u. which cor-
responds to the maximum of the 5d (4d) giant resonance
in gold and platinum (silver) [26], v1 ≈ 6.3 a.u. for a
1 MeV proton, and the electron shell radii R5d(Au,Pt) ≈
R4d(Ag) ≈ 2 a.u. Note that the interaction of the inci-
dent projectile with the NP leads to the formation of the
giant resonance not in all atoms of the system but only in
those located within the impact parameter interval from
rmin ≃ R5d (R4d) to rmax ≃ v1/ω. This estimate reveals
that the resonance is excited in approximately one third
of the atoms. A similar estimate was also made for a Gd
atom. Contrary to the noble metals, the Gd atom has a
single electron in the 5d shell. Thus, there is no atomic
giant resonance in the ionization spectrum of Gd in the
20 − 60 eV range, and the spectrum is characterized by
a narrow peak at ω ≈ 1.2 a.u., formed due to ionization
of the 5p shell.
To quantify the production of secondary electrons
in collision with the nanoparticles, the cross section
dσ/d∆ε, Eq. (1), is redefined as a function of the ki-
netic energy E of the electrons: E = ∆ε − Ip, where Ip
is the ionization threshold of the system. The cross sec-
tion dσ/dE can be related to the probability to produce
N electrons with kinetic energy within the interval dE,
emitted from a segment dx of the trajectory, via [3]:
d2N(E)
dxdE
= n
dσ
dE
, (4)
where n is the atomic density of the target.
Figure 2 presents the number of electrons per unit
length per unit energy produced via the plasmon excita-
tion mechanism by the 1 nm spherical NPs due to 1 MeV
proton irradiation. We have also compared the electron
production by the NPs and by the equivalent volume of
pure water medium [38]. Comparative analysis of the
spectra demonstrates that the number of LEE (with the
kinetic energy of about a few eV) produced due to the
plasmon excitations in the noble metal NPs is about one
order of magnitude higher than that by liquid water. The
enhancement of the LEE yield due to the presence of
sensitizing NPs may increase the probability of the tu-
mor cell destruction due to the higher number of double
and multiple strand breaks of the DNA. Thus, the plas-
mon decay in the nanoparticles, embedded in a biological
medium, represents an important channel for production
of low-energy secondary electrons in the medium.
FIG. 2. (color online). Number of electrons per unit length
per unit energy produced via the plasmon excitations in the
Au, Pt, Ag and Gd NPs irradiated by a 1 MeV proton. Open
circles represent the number of electron generated from the
equivalent volume of water [38]. Inset: contributions of the
surface (dashed) and the volume (dash-dotted) plasmons to
the electron yield from the AuNP.
It was demonstrated recently [8] that tumor-targeted
Gd-based NPs amplify cell death under ion irradiation
and also enhance the number of single and double strand
breaks in plasmid DNA. However, it was noted that the
4effect of GdNPs is less pronounced than that of platinum-
based compounds. This result generally corresponds to
out conclusions that the electron yield from a GdNP ex-
ceeds the electron production from pure water medium
but is lower than that from noble metal NPs.
The low electron yield from the GdNP, as compared to
the noble metal targets, is explained by the density effects
(the atomic density of Gd is about two times smaller
than that of the studied noble metals) as well as by the
lower plasmon frequency. The maximum of the plasmon
resonance peak in the GdNP (4.1 eV) is located below the
ionization potential of the system (∼ 5.0 eV) [39]. In the
case of noble metal NPs, the plasmon peak maxima are in
the range between 5.5 and 6.0 eV, being in the vicinity of
the ionization thresholds. Therefore, the plasmon decay
in noble metal NPs results in the more intense electron
emission as compared to the GdNP. In the latter case,
the plasmon will mostly decay into the single-electron
excitations, which can lead to the vibration of the ionic
core as a result of the electron-phonon coupling [40].
The inset of Fig. 2 demonstrates that the surface plas-
mon (dashed curve) gives the dominating contribution
to the electron production by the metallic NP (as a case
study, we consider gold) exceeding that of the volume
plasmon (dash-dotted curve) by an order of magnitude.
The significance of the plasmon excitations in the pro-
cess of electron production by sensitizing NPs, revealed
in this work, repudiates the statement made in Ref. [18]
on the negligible role of the plasmon excitations in form-
ing the spectrum of emitted electrons. Let us stress that
only the volume plasmon excitation was accounted for in
the cited paper. Our more extended analysis [41] reveals
that the plasmon excitations play a prominent role in the
production of LEE from gold NPs of about 1 − 5 nm in
diameter. This size range corresponds to the size of noble
metal and Gd-based NPs studied recently in relation to
the radiotherapies with charged ions [6, 8].
To estimate the total number of electrons produced due
to the collective excitations in the NPs, we have also ac-
counted for the contribution of excitations in individual
atoms. Figure 3 demonstrates the relative enhancement
of the electron yield from the considered nanoparticles
as compared to pure water. This quantity was obtained
by summing up the contribution of the plasmons and
individual atomic excitations. The dashed lines present
the contribution of the atomic giant resonances (5d in
Au and Pt, and 4d in Ag) as well as the total 5p + 5d
contribution in Gd, estimated using Eq. (3). Making
this estimate, we have assumed that the ionization cross
sections are dominated by the dipole excitation. Con-
tribution of quadrupole and higher multipole terms will
lead to an increase in the number of emitted electrons
but their relative contribution will be not as large as
that from the dipole excitation. The solid line is the
sum of the excitations in individual atoms and the plas-
mons. The significant yield enhancement arises in those
FIG. 3. (color online). Yield enhancement from the 1 nm
metallic NPs. Dashed lines show the contribution of individ-
ual atomic excitations. Solid lines show the resulting contri-
bution with an account of the plasmons.
nanoparticles whose constituent atoms possess the giant
resonance, contrary to case of gadolinium which has a
single 5d electron. Accounting for the plasmon contribu-
tion leads to a significant increase of the 1−5 eV electron
yield. Due to the collective electron excitations arising
in these systems, the gold and platinum NPs can thus
produce much larger (of about an order of magnitude)
number of LEE comparing to the equivalent volume of
pure water medium. We note that the enhanced produc-
tion of LEE will also lead to an increase in the number of
free radicals as well as other reactive species, like hydro-
gen peroxide H2O2, which can travel the distances larger
than the cell nucleus [8]. Thus, these species can deliver
damaging impacts onto the DNA from the radiation in-
duced damages associated with the presence of NPs in
other cell compartments, such as lysosomes [42].
To conclude, we have analyzed the electron produc-
tion by sensitizing metallic nanoparticles due to irradi-
ation by fast ions and revealed the physical mechanism
of low-energy electron yield enhancement. It has been
shown that the significant increase in the number of emit-
ted electrons arises from the two distinct types of collec-
tive electron excitations formed in nanoparticles. The
yield enhancement is caused by the plasmons, excited in
a whole nanoparticle, and by the excitation of d electrons
in individual atoms that results in the formation of giant
atomic resonances. The plasmon excitation mechanism
leads a significant additional increase of the electron yield
enhancement from the noble metal nanoparticles compar-
ing to water. Thus, the damping of the plasmons excited
in the metal nanoparticles represents an important mech-
anism of the low-energy electron generation.
In this Letter, we have introduced a general method-
ology which can be applied for other nanoscale systems
proposed as sensitizers in cancer therapy. Particularly,
it can be applied to study more complex types of sen-
5sitizers, for instance core-shell nanoparticles, where the
collective electron excitations will arise in both parts of
the system. A proper choice of the constituents will al-
low one to tune the position of the resonance peaks in
the ionization spectra of such systems and, subsequently,
to cover a broader kinetic energy spectrum of electrons
emitted from these nanoparticles. The utilized method-
ology can also be adopted for different projectiles, e.g.
carbon ions, which are the most clinically used projec-
tiles, besides protons.
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